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                            Education and Training

                                                        Setting up children for success

                                                        

                            
                                Open Forum | 
                                April 10, 2024                            

                            

                            

                            As Australian schools prepare to gather the nation’s latest data on early childhood development next month, early childhood advocates are emphasising the importance of taking action to set children up for success well ahead of their school years. 
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                                                        An opinionated guide to female painters

                                                        

                            
                                Lydia Merrett | 
                                April 10, 2024                            

                            

                            

                            A new book, An Opinionated Guide to Women Painters, offers a good introduction to the many women who have contributed to the development of western art.
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                                                        Five keystones of wellbeing

                                                        

                            
                                Victoria Ruby-Granger | 
                                April 10, 2024                            

                            

                            

                            The “wellness” industry offers a thousand different solutions to our modern malaise, but true wellbeing is a product of the positive things we do in our lives, and can’t be bottled in an off-the-shelf product.  
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                            A new national security strategy

                            
                                Michael McNeill     |     
                                April 9, 2024                            

                            

                            It’s been more than a decade since the Gillard government released Australia’s first national security strategy, and the deteriorating international situation demands a revised document to set out this country’s goals.  
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                            Hacking the internet

                            
                                Sigi Goode     |     
                                April 9, 2024                            

                            

                            Microsoft software developer Andres Freund may have saved the internet from a major, long-con, hacking attempt when he discovered a backdoor in XZ Utils, a data compression utility used by Linux-based computer applications.  
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                            Park life

                            
                                Lachlan Gilbert     |     
                                April 9, 2024                            

                            

                            Mature trees and residential gardens are disappearing from our ever-denser cities and suburbs, but a study comparing the remaining urban green spaces with natural areas reveals they’re contributing a lot more to ecosystems than previously thought.
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                            Varsity blues

                            
                                Gwilym Croucher     |     
                                April 8, 2024                            

                            

                            Universities should be drivers of educated debate, so if civil society is increasingly fractious, divided and dumbed down, have they been doing their job?  
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                            Eyes on the road

                            
                                Shannon Roberts     |     
                                April 8, 2024                            

                            

                            A driver’s only job is to keep their eyes on the road and avoid accidents, but the fondness for screens in modern cars and our addiction to our smart phones means that more distracted drivers are having more accidents than ever. 
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                            Voyage to Europa

                            
                                Lucinda King     |     
                                April 8, 2024                            

                            

                            If life has developed independently in the vast oceans of Jupiter’s moon Europa, it’s likely the whole universe is teeming with life, so the scientific search is intensifying and a space probe sent to collect dust around Jupiter might even find it.  
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                            The joy of small things

                            
                                Jolanta Burke     |     
                                April 7, 2024                            

                            

                            Find joy in the little things is a common piece folk advice has been around for aeons, and modern research suggests that it really helps boost well-being.  
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                            Out of darkness

                            
                                Penny Spikins     |     
                                April 7, 2024                            

                            

                            Despite its stone age setting and modern ‘girl boss’ main characters, Out of Darkness is better than it has any right to be.  
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                            AI at the UN

                            
                                Mercedes Page     |     
                                April 7, 2024                            

                            

                            While the UN may not ever be able to mandate a single global AI governance framework, it can play a crucial role in setting minimum standards, fostering consensus on core principles and facilitating interoperability between different technological blocs, ensuring that AI is developed and deployed responsibly for the benefit of everyone.
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                            Water of life

                            
                                Open Forum     |     
                                April 6, 2024                            

                            

                            A new book “Deep Water” is a hymn to the beauty, mystery and wonder of the ocean. Weaving together science, history and personal experience, it offers vital new ways of understanding not just humanity’s relationship with the planet, but our past – and perhaps most importantly, our future.
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                            Compassion fatigue

                            
                                Debbie Ling     |     
                                April 6, 2024                            

                            

                            There’s so much bad news that people are avoiding news sites, programmes and newspapers, as there’s a limit to how much war, violence, famine and hatred they can take, so appealing to people’s sense of compassion may hold the key to keeping them informed and even taking action to fix our troubled world.
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                            Fear and loathing in Australia

                            
                                Sarah Maddison     |     
                                April 6, 2024                            

                            

                            Successive federal governments have called into question the values that lie at the very heart of Australia’s hard-won and cherished democratic freedoms.
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	What is Open Forum
			Open Forum is an interactive policy discussion website hosted and moderated by Global Access Partners (GAP). It provides a platform for focused dialogue on social, political, economic, cultural and environmental issues and challenges.
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